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Obadiah and Jonah 1887
unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced
typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent
accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available
for future generations to enjoy

Obadiah and Jonah 2012-08-01
excerpt from obadiah and jonah with notes and introduction himself responsible either for the interpretation of particular passages which the editors of
the several books have adopted or for any opinion on points of doctrine that they may have expressed in the new testament more especially questions
arise of the deepest theological import on which the ablest and about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Cambridge Bible 1898
obadiah s oracle against edom jonah s mission to the city of nineveh micah s message to samaria and jerusalem the texts of these minor but important
prophets receive a fresh and penetrating analysis in this introduction and commentary the authors consider each book s historical setting composition
structure and authorship as well as important themes and issues each book is then expounded in the concise and informative style that has become the
hallmark of the tyndale series the original unrevised text of this volume has been completely retypeset and printed in a larger more attractive format with
the new cover design for the series

Obadiah and Jonah 1918
this commentary is written primarily for beginning students and enquiring lay people though it will also prove useful to scholars clergy and others
involved in helping people to understand the bible better the commentary provides an introduction to the background structure and message of each
biblical book followed by a running commentary on the text in which key words and phrases as well as any contentious issues are explained in more
detail full bibliographies and indexes are also included

Obadiah and Jonah 1898
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant
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Obadiah and Jonah 1894
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant

Obadiah and Jonah 2017-12-26
one in an ongoing series of esteemed and popular bible commentary volumes based on the new international version text

Obadiah and Jonah 1918
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant

Obadiah, Jonah and Micah 2015-04-20
professor wolff s clear and thorough orientation to the collection of oracles in the book of obadiah and to the narrative art of the book of jonah differently
both prophets provide an answer to what the interaction is between the whole of humanity god has createdand his people in particular

Obadiah, Jonah, Micah 2009-05-01
the books of obadiah and jonah can be read in just ten minutes yet these two books written nearly three thousand years ago by two very different hebrew
prophets address attitudes and actions that we struggle with even today the valuable lessons the ancient writers have for people of the twenty first
century truly make them prophets for our time prophets for our time strikes a balance between scholarly study and practical exposition to bring these
two prophetic books alive for modern readers the result is a practical readable book that clearly explains the meaning of the biblical text maps charts and
suggestions for personal application and further study enhance the value of the book making it a very useful tool for personal and group study
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Obadiah and Jonah 2015-09-01
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant

OBADIAH & JONAH 2016-08-29
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant

Amos, Obadiah, Jonah 1995
this book examines the biblical books of obadiah and jonah providing insight into their historical and literary context lanchester offers detailed notes and
analysis of each text exploring their themes and theological significance this volume is essential for anyone interested in biblical scholarship and
theological studies this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

OBADIAH & JONAH 2016-08-29
a verse by verse christadelphian exposition of joel amos obadiah and jonah part of the new european commentary series by duncan heaster

Obadiah and Jonah 1986-12
the eloquent and uncompromising calls for social righteousness by the minor prophets are familiar to many yet the writings themselves are probably the
least studied and least known texts of the old testament those who are familiar with these books are also aware of the historical and literary problems
that plague their study drawing on theological historical and literary insights leslie allen s commentary on joel obadiah jonah and micah carefully and
imaginatively reconstructs the context in which the original hebrew audience received the prophets messages in turn allen shows what relevance they
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hold for contemporary christians for each of the books allen includes a substantial introduction presenting and assessing a broad range of scholarship a
select bibliography and an extensive commentary on the author s own translation of the text allen pays special attention to micah in which he treats at
greater length many of the forms and motifs that also appear in joel obadiah and jonah the introductory material for joel includes discussions of
canonicity and textual criticism that apply to the entire volume

Prophets for Our Time 2009-10-01
obadiah s oracle against edom jonah s mission to the city of nineveh micah s message to samaria and jerusalem these books are short yet surprisingly
rich in theological and practical terms in his commentary on these minor but important prophets daniel timmer considers each book s historical setting
genre structure and unity he explores their key themes with an eye to their fulfilment in the new testament and their significance for today

Obadiah and Jonah: With Introduction and Notes 2018-03-03
obadiah is a prophecy of judgment on edom descendants of esau who bore a grudge against judah the descendants of jacob the edomites viewed all the
wealth and prosperity of judah as rightfully theirs this centuries old envy caused them to seek every opportunity to do harm to god s people st augustine
saw in obadiah an early example of the city of man opposing the city of god r j rushdoony brings the conflict even closer condemning the spiritual
edomites of our day who believe evildoers have the power to frustrate the progress of the kingdom of god jonah provides us with dramatic examples of
god s judgment and mercy when reading jonah we tend to focus on god s wrath upon jonah while forgetting that his assigned mission was one of grace to
nineveh capital of one of the most brutal empires in history despite being delivered from the fish jonah still complained when god showed mercy upon
nineveh rushdoony demonstrates that we play the part of jonah when we second guess god complain about the work he gives us or are peevish when
outcomes are not to our liking rushdoony once wrote to himself in his own bible jonah rushdoony is it your gourd vine or the lord s work that fills your
prayers and thoughts arise nineveh is around you and its thousands of needy souls these sermons will both challenge and inspire your faith

OBADIAH & JONAH 2016-08-29
the abingdon old testament commentaries provide compact critical commentaries on the books of the old testament for the use of theological students
and pastors the commentaries are also useful for upper level college or university students and for those responsible for teaching in congregational
settings in addition to providing basic information and insights into the old testament writings these commentaries exemplify the tasks and procedures of
careful interpretation to assist students of the old testament in coming to an informed and critical engagement with the biblical texts themselves the
prophetic books gathered together in the book of the twelve are sometimes called the minor prophets because of their relatively small size when
compared with isaiah jeremiah and ezekiel they are often neglected at least partly because their words of judgment make the reader uncomfortable yet
they have considerable theological and ethical value for their call for social justice especially amos and micah their insights about the passionate love of
god in hosea god s grace and forgiveness jonah hosea and elsewhere and the finality of hope even in the face of terrible catastrophes

Obadiah and Jonah 2016-05-11
this series is an excellent companion text for bible study leaders and for individual use

Obadiah and Jonah 2023-07-18
obadiah s oracle against edom jonah s mission to the city of ninevah micah s message to samaria and jerusalem the texts of these minor but important
prophets receive a fresh and penetrating analysis in this introduction and commentary the authors consider each book s historical setting composition
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structure and authorship as well as important themes and issues each book is then expounded in the concise and informative style that has become the
hallmark of the tyndale series

Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah: A Commentary 2017-08-31
originally published in 1919 this book contains the revised version texts of the books of joel obadiah jonah and malachi

The Books of Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, and Micah 2024-04-18
revised and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation
guide and a glossary

Obadiah, Jonah and Micah 2021-04-15
no other reference gets to the heart of the old testament as efficiently as the holman old testament commentary when you ve got the time this series
offers a detailed interpretation based on the popular niv text when time is short this series delivers an essential understanding of the old testament with
unsurpassed clarity and convenience pastors lay bible teachers and others who find their subject material rich and challenging but their preparation time
running out will be informed and inspired by this approach to old testament scholarship which includes the main idea a brief yet accurate statement
about the purpose meaning and importance of the bible book under discussion quick quotes comments from noted writers and theologians suitable for
citing in your own presentation succinct summaries each main theme or lesson summarized clearly and accurately details illustrations historical facts
grammatical notations discussion points teaching plans and more make every minute of prep time more meaningful with the holman old testament
commentary book jacket

Obadiah, an Introduction and Commentary 1988
jeffrey niehaus joyce baldwin caine bruce waltke tremper longman ill and f f bruce provide exegesis exposition notes on background date and authorship
fresh translation and nrsv text

Sermons in Obadiah & Jonah 2013-07-23
taken together the twelve prophets offer a panoramic view of israel s religion during one of the most critical periods in the israelites history hosea joel
amos obadiah and jonah are the figures considered in this first of peter c craigie s two volume work although differing in substance as well as style these
prophetic books are united in their common purpose the declaration of the word of god to the people of god carrying forward brilliantly the pattern
established by barclay s new testament series the daily study bible has been extended to cover the entire old testament as well invaluable for individual
devotional study for group discussion and for classroom use the daily study bible provides a useful reliable and eminently readable way to discover what
the scriptures were saying then and what god is saying today

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah
2011-09-01
the books of obadiah jonah and micah are richly juxtaposed from micah s call to challenge brutal political and religious leaders at home to jonah and
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obadiah both addressing audiences beyond the boundaries of geo political israel we see these three prophets speaking into their contexts with rhetorical
force and passion as well as wrestling with theological conundrums through obadiah jonah and micah we hear the living words of god powerful words
intended to warn cajole and console and words which still have much to say to god s people today offering cogent analysis on these often overlooked
books as well as exploring the practical implications for modern christian life this is a scholarly bible commentary on obadiah jonah and micah that will
benefit all preachers and serious students of the bible part of the apollos old testament commentary series obadiah jonah and micah follows a clear
helpful structure that provides a thorough exploration of the biblical texts beginning with translation and notes examining form and structure offering
insightful commentary and ending with a full exposition of the theological message within the framework of biblical theology it will leave you with a
deeper knowledge of the divine and human aspects of scripture as well as a broader understanding of what these prophets mean for christians in the
twenty first century the apollos old testament commentaries are scholarly bible commentaries ideal for those preaching from the old testament and
looking to explore its riches in depth within their sermons they will also help lay people and scholars studying the bible on a higher level comprehensive
and compelling elaine phillips commentary on obadiah jonah and micah is a thorough study that will give you an appreciation of the struggles these
prophets faced as they answered god s call to speak into difficult geo political contexts and the lessons that they can teach christians today

Obadiah, Jonah, Micah 2004

The Minor Prophets: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah and Jonah 1885

Obadiah, Jonah 1988

Obadiah 1988

Joel, Obadiah, Jonah and Malachi 2014-05-29

Exposition of the Minor Prophets 1962

Basic Bible Commentary Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah and Jonah 1994-06

Four Minor Prophets 1970

Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah 2005
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The Minor Prophets: Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, and Habakkuk 1992

Twelve Prophets: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, and Jonah 1984-01-01

Exposition of the Minor Prophets 2011-07-01

Obadiah, Jonah and Micah 2022-10-21

Obadiah and Jonah 1898
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